In the field of bioinformatics, the size of a biological network is usually very big. Without any help, it's extremely hard to analyze the network. If it is shown as a visualized picture, things will be easier. So it's very important to convert the biological network into a picture. However, there are a lot of software tools to be used to visualize the network. They use different file formats and do not support the transfer from one format to another. Sometimes it's really hard to deal with it. So I analyzed three text file formats of them (".dl", ".net" and ".vna") and developed a program to do this work automatically. The result of execution is very well and the efficiency is also impressive.
Introduction
A biological network is any network that applies to biological systems. A network is any system with sub-units that are linked into a whole, such as species units linked into a whole food web. Biological networks provide a mathematical analysis of connections found in ecological, evolutionary, and physiological studies, such as neural networks [1] .
Nowadays, the research on the biological networks is very hot. However, a biological network usually has a large amount of nodes and edges and a frustratingly complex structure. With the larger and larger amount of data, the analysis of the networks is harder and harder. Facing them, no one will have any idea where to start. So if we can directly convert the data into a picture of the network, the analysis will be easy to perform. There are many tools are used to analyze the network, such as, Ucinet, Pajek, NetDraw and so on. They can process the data quickly, filter the information and combine the information to a well-organized web displayed on the screen [2] .
Nevertheless, there are so many tools to be used to visualize network. Each of them has its advantages and disadvantages. It is really a hard decision for researchers to choose which one to use with. Sometimes we need to use software tools together to analyze one biological network, but none of the software supports the conversion between each format. It is not very convenient. If we can find a way to read original data, choose the format we want to generate and the program can automatically make the specific file, that will really help us save a lot of time. Here, my work is to analyze these software file format (only three of them here) and build such a program to analyze the original data and to create specific files we want. In brief, our program can export a certain file a time according to different software tools we want to use to analyze the biological network [3] .
Software

Ucinet
Ucinet is a good tool to visualize and analyze biological networks. It can process up to 32,767 nodes in one network. But it's not free and when the amount of nodes is too large, it processes rather slow. Here we just use its file format rather than the software.
There are several formats for this kind of software and each of them is ok. We only talk about the "edgelist1" format below because it's more suitable for our situation here.
This kind of ".dl" format file is always started with a keyword "dl". It must be the first word of the file. Its structure is shown in Figure 1 [4] .
Following the word "dl" is the total amount of edges. For instance, "n = 5" means there are 5 edges listed at the end of the file. It could also be written as "n 5" or "n, 5".
The "format" indicates how the data is arranged at the end of the file. Here we use "edgelist1" format. It means the data is arranged as an edge list. There are various kinds of supported formats. The default value of "format" is "full matrix" as the data is arranged as a full matrix. And if it is "full matrix", we can leave out the word "format = full matrix". The value of this property could also be "linked list", "lower half matrix" and so on [5] .
Then follows the word "labels:", which reflects the words below are a sequence of the node names. They are referred as their numbers in "data:" section [6] .
At last, the word "data:" comes, which means the rest of the file is the data of an edge list. So this section could not be written before any other keywords and the sequence of the keywords should be paid enough attention. Besides, every value should be separated by at least one space or enter. In the "edgelist1" format, each line of data is an ordered pair of actors, optionally followed by a value indicating the strength of the relationship (or the possibility of the edge's existence). Each line of the data is an existing edge. The two terminal nodes of the edge are written as numbers which indicate the names below the "labels:" [7] .
If "labels:" and its values are replaced by "labels embedded", that means we will define the node names in the "data:" part. So the numbers below the "data:" should accordingly be replaced by the names of the nodes [8] .
Since we have known the specifications, we can start programming. We followed the above specifications and succeeded in creating a file with our program and data. We opened it in NetDraw and the result is shown in Figure 2 [9].
Pajek
Pajek is a program, for Windows, for analysis and visualization of large networks having some thousands or dl n=<the amount of edges> format=<format to be used> labels: <label 1>, <label 2>, <label 3>, … data: <one node of a pair><another node of a pair> <one node of a pair><another node of a pair> <one node of a pair><another node of a pair> … even millions of vertices. It's available for free at its home page. It's a part of Ucinet and it supports biological networks. It has some main functions listed in Figure 3 [9] .
Here we also just use its file format rather than the software. There are also several formats supported by this kind of software. We only talk about one of them below again because it's more suitable for us.
This kind of ".net" file consists of two sections. One is "*Vertices" while the other is "*Edge". Its structure is shown in Figure 4 .
A number follows the word "*Vertices" after a space. It indicates the number of nodes in this network. Then follows a list of node names. The first column is the No. of the name. The second column is the name of a node. There are also a lot of optional specific properties to set from the third column on. Here we don't talk about any of them because we don't need them [11] .
The second section is a list of edges under the word "*Edges". Each line has a pair of node No. Each number refers the name associated with it in the "*Vertices" section. Like the ".dl" file, the third column can be the strength of the relationship (or the possibility of the edge's existence) if there is.
If there isn't any node name in the network, then we can leave out the whole node list. • support abstraction by (recursive) decomposition of a large network into several smaller networks that can be treated further using more sophisticated methods • provide the user with some powerful visualization tools • implement a selection of efficient (subquadratic) algorithms for analysis of large networks Since we have known the specifications, we can start programming. We followed the above specifications and succeeded in creating a file with our program and data. We opened it in NetDraw and the result is shown in Figure 5 [12] . We use different color to mark the different kind of nodes in Figure 5. 
NetDraw
NetDraw [13] .
NetDraw's own ".vna" text file format also has some restrictions to obey. First, it is a text format file. So it makes everything easier to be done. Then comes the format requirements. Now we start with the overview of the data organization.
This kind of file has four sections: "*Node data", "*Node properties", "*Tie data" and "*Tie properties". There is no sequence requirement for these four sections.
In "*Node data" section, we can specify node information of the network like in Figure 6 .
The word "*Node data" identifies the section as containing node data. The line following "*Node data" is a property name line. Among the properties, we must have one to act as a unique identifier to differ one node from another. Then comes several lines of node information. Not all the information should be written. All the values can be numeric or text and be enclosed in full quotes or not. But if there are spaces in between the text value, the text must be enclosed in full quotes.
All following lines are assumed to be node data until a new star command is read or the end of the file is reached, the same to other sections.
This section is not necessary. In "*Node properties" section, we can specify node properties of the network like in Figure 7 . As before, the word "*Node properties" identifies the section as containing node properties. And the format requirements are similar to the "*Node data" section except that the first column name must be the ID defined in the "*Node data" section.
This section is also not necessary [14] . In "*Tie data" section, we can specify the relations between any pair of nodes in the network like in Figure 8 . It's also similar to the "*Node data" section. However, the first two column names must be "from" and "to" This section is a necessary part. In "*Tie properties" section, we can add more information to the relations between any pair of nodes in the network. It's also an unnecessary part and here we don't need to use it. So no more explanation about it.
Since we have known the specifications, we can start programming. We followed the above specifications and succeeded in creating a file with our program and data. We opened it in NetDraw and the result is shown in Figure 9 [15].
System Design
Preprocess
We should do some preprocess to make the file-creating part easier. It includes reading the original data and dividing the data into different graphs.
Input: the original data (a list of edges with the names of the two terminal nodes as the first two column and their possibilities of existence as the third column each line).
Output: a group of graphs. Algorithm 1: see in Figure 10 .
Create Ucinet dl Text File
According to the format requirements of ".dl" files and the preprocessed data, output the desired and well-formed file. Input: a graph and a name of the generated file. Output: a required file. Algorithm 2: see in Figure 11 .
Create Pajek Text File
According to the format requirements of ".net" files and the preprocessed data, output the desired and wellformed file. Input: a graph and a name of the generated file. Step 1: Open and read each line of the data file. Considering some possibilities are not an integer, enlarge all the possibilities to integers.
Step 2: Search in the list of edges. Classify them into different separate graphs. Figure 10 . Algorithm 1.
Step 1: Input the file name that the user want to use as the result file name.
Step 2: Create a file with the name.
Step 3: Write "dl n=" and the size of the list after it.
Step 4: Write "format = edgelist1\nlabels embedded:\ndata:".
Step 5: Write each edge of the required graph into the new ".dl" file with their possibilities.
Step 6: Save and close the file. Output: a required file. Algorithm 3: see in Figure 12 .
Create vna Text File
According to the format requirements of ".vna" files and the preprocessed data, output the desired and wellformed file. Input: a graph and a name of the generated file. Output: a required file. Algorithm 4: see in Figure 13 .
Organizing All the Parts
Organize all the algorithms above into a complete program. Input: the original data, a choice of which graph to be turned into a file, a choice of which file format to be used and the name of the file.
Output: a required file. Algorithm 5: see in Figure 14 . The system is designed by C++ language, and the environment is Windows 7 Home Basic x64 + Intel Core i3 2330 M 2.20 GHz + 4G RAM + Visual Studio 2005 + NetDraw v2.118. If chooses the ".vna" file format, we can get the result shown in Figure 15 with our system.
Step 3: Write all the nodes into the "*Vertices" section with the number of nodes written after the word "*Vertices". Note the format requirements.
Step 4: Write each edge of the required graph into the "*Edge" section with their possibilities. Note the format requirements and note that the names of the nodes should be replaced by the No. of the nodes.
Step 5: Save and close the file. Figure 12 . Algorithm 3.
Step 3: Write "*Tie data\n from to possibility\n" (here we only need to write this section).
Step 4: Write each edge of the required graph into the new ".vna" files with their possibilities.
Step 5: Save and close the file. Figure 13 . Algorithm 4.
Step 1: Execute Algorithm 1.
Step 2: Input the user's choice among the graphs created.
Step 3: Input the user's choice about the desired file format.
Step 4: If the user chooses the ".dl" file format, then execute Algorithm 2. If not, go to Step 5.
Step 5: If the user chooses the ".net" file format, then execute Algorithm 3. If not, go to Step 6.
Step 6: If the user chooses the ".vna" file format, then execute Algorithm 4. If not, exit. 
Conclusions
Finally, we succeed in creating three different formats of files. From the pictures above, we can see that Pajek text file here can't specify the nodes' shape and colour because different nodes have different shapes. It's not the desired result. What's more, the display process of Ucinet dl text file is the best and the clearest while that of vna text file is the worst.
In future, I will do some further research on these formats, do some research on the display of these biological networks as well as continue doing something in the field of biological network analysis.
